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abstract
Electroencephalography (EEG) measures the electrical brain activity in real-
time by using sensors placed on the scalp. Artifacts, due to eye movements
and blink, muscular/cardiac activity and generic electrical disturbances,
have to be recognized and eliminated to allow a correct interpretation of the
useful brain signals (UBS) of EEG. Independent Component Analysis (ICA)
is effective to split the signal into independent components (ICs) whose re-
projections on 2D scalp topographies (images), also called topoplots, allow
to recognize/separate artifacts and by UBS. Until now, IC topoplot analy-
sis, a gold standard in EEG, has been carried on visually by human experts
and, hence, not usable in automatic, fast-response EEG. We present a com-
pletely automatic and effective framework for EEG artifact recognition by IC
topoplots, based on 2D Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), capable to
divide topoplots in 4 classes: 3 types of artifacts and UBS. The framework
setup is described and results are presented, discussed and compared with
those obtained by other competitive strategies. Experiments, carried on pub-
lic EEG datasets, have shown an overall accuracy of above 98%, employing
1.4 sec on a standard PC to classify 32 topoplots, that is to drive an EEG
system of 32 sensors. Though not real-time, the proposed framework is
efficient enough to be used in fast-response EEG-based Brain-Computer In-
terfaces (BCI) and faster than other automatic methods based on ICs.
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1 introduction
EEG measures, through electrodes placed on the scalp, the neural activity
with an excellent temporal resolution. Optimal temporal resolution and
low invasiveness make EEG particularly suitable for fast response Brain
Computer Interfaces (BCI) [1, 2, 3]. Extraneous signals produced by eye
movements and blink, muscular spasms, cardiac activity and generic intef-
erences [4, 5] can obscure UBS, since skull and scalp (including muscles) are
in between brain and sensors.
Blink and eye movements produce electrooculography (EOG) artifacts
which are mainly recorded by frontal sensors and propagate across the
scalp [6]. Three categories of EOG exist: eye blink (BEOG), vertical (VEOG)
and horizontal(HEOG) EOG. EOG have often much higher amplitude than
UBS and frequencies in the range 10-40 Hz where also UBS are present.
Cardiac activity produces electrocardiography (ECG) artifacts [7]. Most of
ECG effects can be reduced by subtracting the signal of a peripheral sensor
(usually placed on one of the ears) from those of sensors on the scalp [5].
Residual ECG artifacts, when present, are lower than brain signals and often
tolerated.
Cranial muscles produce electromyogram (EMG) artifacts. The main fea-
ture of EMG is the wide spectral distribution with maximum power in the
range of 15-30 Hz where also UBS insist [8].
Finally, generic discontinuities are generated by impedance fluctuations
or electric/electronic interferences (IF) [9]. They affect single sensors with
large fluctuations in amplitude.
Artifacts power could be much higher than that of UBS and propagate to
large regions [6, 9, 10]: UBS could be completely obscured, resulting in a
wrong interpretation of EEG, if an effective pre–processing strategy is not
employed. As discussed above, artifacts could be confused with UBS in
frequencies and alternatives to time-frequency analysis have to be used. Be-
sides coding, also a good spatial representation of the sources generating
signals is important because information such as shape and localization are
fundamental to discover the signal nature [11]. For example, the reprojec-
tion of a signal source on the scalp allows understand whether it is an EOG
artifact or an UBS. Fortunately, EEG signals can be viewed as mixtures of
linear independent source components, some mainly due to artifacts and
others to UBS [12].
An effective method to retrieve EEG source components is Independent
Component Analysis (ICA) [10]. Since EEG is usually measured on n chan-
nels, for each temporal slot a maximum set of n components could be calcu-
lated by ICA. Each component is defined by an array of weights represent-
ing the magnitude of each sensor related to that component. Weights can
be interpolated in 3D (by using the spatial localization of the sensors on the
scalp) and projected on a 2D scalp map called topoplot [13] to allow spatial
localization of the component (Fig 1).
Visual inspection of the represented scalp topography allows a human
expert, on the basis of the component localization, to understand its na-
ture and to produce a classification [13]. In fact though the consultation of
other information, such as power spectrum density, could help to avoid that
some UBS is confused with artifacts, they are seldom used due to the huge
increment of the time needed for visual classification (to a trained expert,
visual inspection of one topoplot requires about 5-7 secs: the addition of
power spectrum density analysis could double this time). Human visual in-
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Figure 1: An example of topoplot representation of an Independent Component.
Colours are indicative of the underlying activation of different brain re-
gions: blue represents low activation, yellow correspond to high activa-
tion.
spection is effective and widely used for effective, though off-line, artifacts
removing: in fact, it is supported in most of the software for EEG signals
processing such as EEGLAB [14] and FieldTrip [15].
In the present paper, we propose a completely automatic and fast method
to perform pre-processing of EEG signals by recognizing artifacts from topoplots
through a CNN-based approach emulating the human visual interpretation
process.
Main contributions of the manuscript are: to define, train, validate and
test a CNN-based framework for effective EEG artifacts recognition by topoplot
representation of Independent Components; to allow artifact recognition
in an efficient way to be used for fast-response EEG; to obtain a general
purposes and scalable framework, independent of the number and dispo-
sition of sensors, that is capable to deal with any kind of known artifacts
andthat could be easily adapted to future artifact patterns by adding new
elements without retrain the whole system; to define a public dataset of la-
belled topoplots, for testing the algorithms for artifacts recognition, based
on data collected by DEAP [16], a web-based multi-centres dataset of EEG
signals.
The manuscript is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews related works
on EEG artifacts reduction; Section 3 describes the proposed framework;
Section 4 reports the experimental dataset, the training procedure, the ex-
perimental results, their discussion and comparison with other competi-
tive methods; Section 5 concludes the work and discusses future improve-
ments and applications. The trained proposed framework and the labelled
dataset of topoplots, with related documentation, can be found at https:
//drive.google.com/open?id=1NRibJzEYInZm28sn4Esx7bDc2isNz3lM.
2 related works
Several techniques have been designed and used for EEG artifacts detec-
tion [17, 18, 4], roughly grouped in the following categories: Regression
Methods; Filtering Algorithms; Wavelet Transform; Empirical mode decom-
position; Blind Source Separation.
Regression Methods assume that artifacts are measured through dedi-
cated channels [19, 18]. Measurements are necessary to estimate the prop-
agation coefficients that can be subtracted to brain signals. Though these
methods have good computational performance, they have two major draw-
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Figure 2: Topoplot representation of ICA components related to artifacts. BOEG (a)
and VEOG (b) have similar shapes. The same occurs between HEOG (c)
and ECG (d) and between EMG (e) and IF (f). EOG and ECG have well-
defined scalp locations; EMG and IF are isolated peaks that can occur in
different scalp positions.
backs: one or more reference channels are needed, a disadvantage for fast-
response EEG [20]; regressing out artifacts involves subtracting also relevant
UBS [9].
Filtering include several approaches: between them, adaptive filtering is
the most used [21]. This method assumes that UBS are uncorrelated from
artifacts and requires that a dedicated channel is used to measure artifacts
which are subtracted to the signal. Filtering has the same limitations of
regression methods [22].
Unlike Regression Methods and Filtering, Wavelet Transform (WT) does
not require reference signals. WT transforms the EEG signal from time-
domain to time-frequency domain. Once the signals are decomposed, the
calculated coefficients are thresholded prior being inverse transformed. The
main issue is that WT is unable to completely remove artifacts that spectrally
overlap with UBS [18, 4] or that are too specific [23].
Empirical mode decomposition (EMD) performs operations that decom-
pose the signal into amplitude and frequency modulated basis functions, in
the time domain (Intrinsic Mode Functions, IMFs). This method is useful
for analyzing non-linear and non-stationary natural signals, has good per-
formance for artifact removal but is seldom used due to its computational
complexity [4] that makes it very slow and, hence, not adapted for fast re-
sponse EEG.
Blind Source Separation does not require prior information and/or ref-
erence signals. Two algorithms have been used over time: Principal Com-
ponent Analysis (PCA) and ICA. One of the first attempt to use PCA was
in 1991 [24] but in 1997 it was demonstrated that PCA can not completely
separate artifacts by UBS [25]. Indeed PCA transforms time-domain obser-
vations of correlated variables into a set of linearly uncorrelated variables
using an orthogonal transformation: when UBS and artifacts are not orthog-
onal and their amplitude are comparable, PCA fails to separate the corre-
sponding components [18]. ICA overcomes these limitations, even if UBS
and artifacts have comparable amplitudes [10, 26] and, for this reason, it is
considered the most effective approach to analyze EEG signals [27, 28, 4].
However, it is necessary to represent Independent Components (IC) in 2D
scalp topographies and to consider their resulting shape, in order to estab-
lish whether they allow to artifacts or to UBS. Fig 2 shows characteristic
topoplot shapes of the artifacts presented above [9, 13, 29].
As can be seen, BEOG concentrates its power on the frontal region of the
scalp (Fig 2.a) as VEOG (Fig 2.b), though VEOG spreads across the scalp
more than BEOG. For their similarity both in pattern and in significance
they can be grouped into a single class.
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In the case of HEOG, two peaks of opposite sign are positioned around
the nose (Fig 2.c). Similar to HEOG, ECG (Fig 2.d) is composed by two
peaks of opposite sign localized on the scalp borders, around the ears (ECG
differs from HEOG just for a different orientation). The similarity between
HEOG and ECG suggests their inclusion into the same class (the recognition
between them, out the scope of the present manuscript, could be based on
the orientation of the peaks).
EMG and IF are isolated peaks, the first usually located on the border
of the scalp close to neck and face where muscular activity is pronounced
(Fig 2.e), while the second frequently located in the middle of the head
(Fig 2.f). Due to their similar shape, EMG and IF are included into the same
class, though their nature is very different (EMG are muscular spasms and
IF are electrical disturbances). The distinction between a channel failure
and a muscular spasm is difficult also for a human expert: position and
frequency of occurrence increase the probability of one with respect to the
other but, for our purposes, both need to be discarded.
As specified above, the role of IC scalp topography is fundamental for
a human expert to identify artifacts. However, EEG measurements could
consist of several channels, several temporal windows (trials) also divided in
sub-windows (sub-trials) and the amount of ICs, that is of topoplots, could
easily reach hundreds of thousands. These numbers make visual inspection
and recognition impossible, especially when fast response is required.
In [17], of 46 works reviewed, just 3 of them use ICs [30, 31, 32], though
their common issue is that they were all designed just to deal with specific
artifacts and not capable to remove all types of artifacts. A recently pro-
posed, ICs-based, automatic method [33] is a classifier that uses power spec-
trum density (PSD) and autocorrelation to support and/or surrogate the
loss of information occurring from the usage of low resolution (32x32) IC to-
pographies. Low resolution in IC topoplots was necessary to gain efficiency
(the generation of topoplots is computationally expensive). Though effec-
tive, the resulting classification strategy is particularly difficult to train due
to the difficulty to obtain labelled data from human experts. In fact, long
time is required for manual classification and for the definition of threshold
parameters for PSD and autocorrelation. Furthermore, the strategy is not
very adaptable and generalizable to different scenarios (i.e. when data with
different signal-to-noise ratio are used, the system has to be re-trained).
To the best of our knowledge, none of the previous strategies satisfies
the following conditions at the same time: to recognize all types of arti-
facts actually known with good accuracy just from IC topoplots; to be easy
and easily trained; to be independent of the signal quality; to be indepen-
dent of the number of EEG sensors; to be scalable with respect to newly
discovered sources of artifacts; to be efficient enough for fast-response EEG
applications, such as BCIs.
3 the overall framework
In what follows we aim at replacing the role of the human expert and his vi-
sual inspection of IC topoplots with a completely automatic strategy, based
on the analysis of the EEG signal separated in sub-trials, that is to on par-
tially overlapped pieces of EEG signals along time (to take into account for
the transient nature of the artifacts), as reported in Fig 3.
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Figure 3: Pre-processing pipeline. It includes: ICA calculation of EEG partially
overlapped temporal sub-trials (minimal duration, defined by curly brack-
ets on the left, to allow ICA convergence); generation of the resulting
topoplots; automatic artifact recognition by topoplot images. The resulting
UBS are passed to the processing step.
Recently, Convolutional Neural Networks have revolutionated computer
vision, in particular regarding recognition of objects from images [34, 35, 11].
The framework we propose is based on CNNs, since we aim at detecting ar-
tifacts from EEG ICs topoplot images and that CNNs have been successfully
used in several EEG classification studies [2, 36, 37, 33, 38]. Our objective
is to allow the separation of artifacts by UBS and to classify artifacts into
the three classes defined above. This last choice would not be justified by
a simple recognition/elimination process: our aim is to separate artifacts
in classes to allow the assumption of future decision on them, in real-time.
For example, if an artifact of the class EMG/IF occurs frequently, it can be
argued that it is due to a sensor failure (IF) more than to a muscular spasm
(EMG): in that case, the definitive elimination of data from the sensor could
be more convenient and efficient than continuously discovering/eliminating
the artifacts it generates. This type of decision could be of paramount im-
portance in BCIs. Other objectives are: to stress on generality and scalability
by foreseeing the treatment of topoplot patterns regarding future artifacts
without re-defining the overall structure and, most important, without re-
train the whole system; to reduce the training dataset thus reducing the
overload for human experts in recognizing and labelling data for training (a
very long and boring task).
To pursue the previous objectives, we propose the architecture in Fig 4,
composed by 3 parallel CNNs of the type described in [39, 40]. In fact,
because of their common patterns, BEOG and VEOG are in a single CNN
(B_V CNN), as HEOG and ECG (H_E CNN) and EMG and IF (E_I CNN).
The fact that we have grouped different artifacts into a single CNN is three-
fold: 1) artifacts allowing to the grouped sub-classes are often difficult to
be recognized each-other also by a human expert; 2) grouped artifacts share
the same treatment 3) computational efficiency is improved. Besides the ad-
vantages of grouping, the proposed framework has some advantages with
respect to extreme grouping, i.e. the usage of a single CNN: speed-up train-
ing, lowering datasets for training, separating treatment strategies, speed-
up convergence and increased generality. The previous advantages can be
mostly explained by the fact that each CNN of the framework can be trained
separately.
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Figure 4: The proposed framework architecture. The disposition of the 3 CNNs
reflects the classes of artifacts (one for each class). The current topoplot is
passed to the three CNNs separately. In the proposed case, an example, a
classical BEOG artifact is the input of the framework: the resulting output
should indicate its recognition by the first CNN (1) and a refutation by
the other two (0). The Input and the Classification Stages have the same
design in all the CNNs. Regarding the Features Extraction Stage, B_V
CNN contains 2 Inner Blocks, H_E CNN 3 Inner Blocks and E_I 5 Inner
Blocks.
3.1 Framework Design
CNNs are based on feed-forward artificial neural networks (ANNs). A CNN
consists of input and output layers and multiple hidden layers for feature
extraction, including convolutional layers. The main advantages of CNNs
with respect to classical ANNs is that neurons in one layer do not connect to
all the neurons in the next layer but only to a small subset. The three CNNs
used therein are structured as shown in Fig 4.
Each CNN is organized in 3 stages: an Input Stage, a Classification Stage,
interleaved by a Features Extraction stage. The Input Stage is composed
only by an Input Layer. The Classification Stage is composed by a Fully
Connected layer (of dimension 2), a Softmax layer and a Classification layer.
Input and Classification Stages are the same for all the CNNs. The Fea-
tures Extraction Stage extracts different features for each class of artifacts
(geometrical properties, position and orientation inside the topoplot, inten-
sity, etc) and, for this reason, is specific for each CNN and organized into
"Blocks". Each Block contains a Convolutional layer, a BatchNorm layer, a
Relu layer and a MaxPool layer, except for the last Block where the MaxPool
layer is absent. Since the First Block is executed separately on each of the
three channels of the RGB topoplot, the three output are summed before
being passed to the next Blocks. The number of Inner Blocks, of filters of
the Convolutional Layers and the stride of the MaxPool Layers are adjusted
for each CNN during multiple training phases until each CNN reaches its
proper best accuracy.
In the B_V CNN, the Features Extraction Stage is composed by 2 Inner
Blocks, the Convolutional layers use 8, 16, 32 and 64 filters and the MaxPool
layers have dimension 2x2, stride [4,4] and padding 0.
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H_E CNN contains 3 Inner Blocks and the Convolutional layers use 8, 16,
32, 64 and 128 filters (the MaxPool layers have the same dimension of B_V
CNN).
Finally, in I_F CNN, the Features Extraction Stage is composed by 5 Inner
Blocks and 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 256 filters for the Convolution layers. In
this case, the MaxPool layers have still dimension 2x2 but stride is [2, 2] (this
resembles the fact that Impedence and EMG artifacts are composed by a few
neighboring pixels inside the topoplot). Feature Extraction Stage is specific
for each class because:
• patterns of B_V are well defined and localized (low complexity);
• patterns of H_E are less defined than in B_V (medium complexity);
• patterns of E_I are neither well localized nor well defined (high com-
plexity).
4 experimental evaluation
In what follows we present the experimental dataset collection, the proce-
dure used to train, validate and test the system and the experimental results.
Besides efficacy, also efficiency is considered.
The framework was implemented in Matlab (The MathWorks Inc., https://mathworks.com/)
on a PC with Intel Core I7-6700, 32GB of RAM and Nvidia GeForce GTX
1080.
4.1 Experimental Dataset
The experimental dataset consisted of EEG signals collected by the DEAP
dataset [16], a public multi-center database containing a collection of EEG
signals of negative and positive emotional states by 32 participants (16 men
and 16 women, aged between 19 and 37, average: 26.9) recorded while
watching 40, one-minute long, music videos on different arguments. In
particular, participants watched music videos and rated each of them in
terms of arousal, valence, like/dislike, dominance, and familiarity. EEG
signals, sampled at 512 Hz, were recorded on the following 32 positions
(according to the international 10-20 positioning system [41]): Fp1, AF3,
F3, F7, FC5, FC1, C3, T7, CP5, CP1, P3, P7, PO3, O1, Oz, Pz, Fp2, AF4,
Fz, F4, F8, FC6, FC2, Cz, C4, T8, CP6, CP2, P4, P8, PO4, and O2. For more
information on DEAP please refer to [16]. For our porposes, DEAP raw data,
after filtering with a notch filter [42] at 50Hz and 60Hz to suppress power-
line interferences, where used. Data were divided in sub-trials, 8 seconds
long overlapped by 4 seconds (4 seconds of new signal joint to 4 seconds of
"past" signal) and used to generate ICA components and the corresponding
topoplots. The usage of "past" signal to support the current signal was made
to fit both the following apparently contrasting requirements:
1. to take a sufficiently long signal to ensure ICA convergence;
2. to take a sufficiently short new signal window for fast response EEG
applications.
This choice also represents a good compromise to cancel out transient arti-
facts without compromising UBS components (the analysis of longer time
sequences would average the artifacts contribution with UBS).
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B_V CNN H_E CNN E_I CNN
1341 (B_V) 398 (H_V) 1592 (E_I)
5020 (H_E + E_I + UBS) 4823 (B_V + E_I +UBS) 6044 (B_V + H_E +UBS)
Table 1: Composition of the datasets used to train each CNN.
Regarding the pre-processing phase (the only we were interested), ICA
was performed on each sub-trial and a maximum of 32 components, at
most one for each channel, was calculated. For each IC, a topoplot was
generated through FieldTrip and managed as a 134x136 RGB image of fixed
position and orientation. This resolution represented a good trade-off be-
tween high spatial accuracy and execution time reduction. Another con-
straint was that topoplots were represented in 64 colors Parula color palette.
This palette is commonly used in problems solved by CNNs ([43],[44],[45]).
Since our framework was trained on Parula topoplots, it is capable to deal
just images in Parula: transformations are necessary, before the applica-
tion of the method, if other palettes are used. The number of obtained
topoplots was 992800. From this dataset, the images to be used for CNNs
training/validation/test were extracted as described below.
We could not use data augmentation strategies (changes of orientation,
scaling, translation and brightness) because:
1. the orientation of each topoplot is fixed and rotations would change
its significance and, hence, would be unjustified;
2. scaling and translation would create redundancy because the interpre-
tation of a topoplot is always referred to the external silhouette of the
head;
3. brightness augmentation would be wrong because IC topoplots are
generated with fixed colormaps of fixed brightness scale, as discussed
above.
However, due to the availability of a huge dataset, the absence of data
augmentation will not be a problem for the learning process, as will be
clarified in Result and Discussion section.
4.2 Training
DEAP data of subjects 1-8 were manually classified and labelled indepen-
dently by 5 human experts into 4 different categories: BEOG ∪ VEOG (B_V),
HEOG ∪ ECG (H_E), EMG ∪ IF (E_I) and UBS. A consensus dataset was ob-
tained by considering each topoplot allowing to the most voted class. In
case of equity (the case in which the most voted classes were 2 with 2 votes
each), the resulting topoplot was discarded. The consensus dataset agreed
at 95.7% with all the human experts (agreement between consensus and
each of the experts was between 97.2% and 99.1%).
From the labelled consensus, all the artifacts where extracted and just a
subset of UBS was randomly selected. The composition of the training sets
is illustrated in Table 1.
In particular, for each CNN, the training set was organized by separating
the resulting topoplots in two classes: the first class containing the artifacts
to be recognized by the CNN and the second containing all the others (other
artifacts + UBS), as reported in Table 1. In this way, each CNN was trained
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Figure 5: Accuracy % (a) and Loss values (b), with respect to epochs, for the three
CNNs: B_V, H_E and E_I, respectively. Blue is used for training and red
is used for validation.
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Figure 6: Confusion matrices for the fifth repetition of the validation process of: B_V
(a); H_E (b); E_I (c). Each cell contains the absolute value and the corre-
sponding % with respect to the number of elements.
to recognize its proper artifacts and to separate them from the other signals
(the number of artifacts into each of the three classes approximately reflects
the frequency of their occurrence in real scenarios).
The training dataset of each CNN was divided 70% for training and 30%
for validation. A Stocastic Gradient Descendend with momentum (momen-
tum 0.9) was the optimization algorithm. The gradient threshold method
was the L2-norm and the max number of epochs was fixed to 400, though
all the CNNs fully converged well below 100 epochs (Fig 5). The train-
ing process, requiring about 40 min for each CNN, was repeated 10 times
and resulted in the following average accuracy: 99.4±0.4 % for B_V CNN,
99.6±0.3% for H_E CNN and 97.9±0.6% for E_I CNN. The confusion matri-
ces of one of the validation processes are reported in Fig 6. They confirmed
that the class E_I was the most difficult to be recognized.
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Classification Results
Others Artifacts Double Detections
B_V 310720 30120
H_E E_I
340 4480
H_E 332429 8411
B_V E_I
Framework 340 320
E_I 296669 44171
B_V H_E
4480 320
Table 2: Classification results on 340890 topoplots. The column "Others" contains
other artifacts + UBS. The column "Artifacts" contains the number of arti-
facts recognized as proper by the CNN indicated on the left. Reciprocal
double detections are artifacts considered as proper by two CNNs.
4.3 Results and discussion
The proposed framework was tested on data from subjects 20-32 (DEAP
dataset) corresponding to 340890 images. Classification results, summarized
in Table 2, show that, between the topoplots considered as artifacts, some
(very few) were shared between two different classes of artifacts and, to
a deep verification with the consensus of the human experts, most of them
effectively showed ambiguous patterns (equity, see above). No topoplot was
shared between the three classes at the same time.
The behaviour of each CNN with respect to the others, when acting on
different types of topoplots, is shown in Fig. 7. In particular, the output
of the first feature extraction step for each CNN, when acting on the same
topoplot (rows) or repeated for different topoplots (columns), are presented.
As can be observed, though at the first level of feature extraction, the CNNs
reacted very differently to the same topoplot, thus demonstrating a good fix-
ation activity [46] of the CNNs. The topoplots reported in Fig. 7 represents
examples of all classes of artifacts and UBS.
Moreover we used Gradient-weighted Class Activation Mapping (Grad-
Cam) to produce a coarse localization map highlighting the important re-
gions in the image used for prediction [47]. Fig. 8 shows examples of grad-
cams organized in a table: rows report the 4 different classes of topolots
(artifacts + UBS) and columns represent the respective grad-cams of each
CNNs. In the first row a B_V artifact is passed through the CNNs. The
B_V CNN grad-cam shows that the activations are correctly localized on
the frontal region of the scalp. In the second row a H_E artifact is passed
through the CNNs and the H_E CNN grad-cam shows that the activations
are corrected localized on the frontal region of the scalp: this confirms that
the H_E CNN is not biased by the strongest positive activation (yellow) in
the topolot. In the third row, an E_I artifact is passed through the CNNs
and the E_I CNN grad-cam shows that the positive values are well localized
on the impedance artifact while the rest of scalp is negative (this suggests
that the E_I CNN checks the whole topoplot). Finally, in the last row an
UBS topolot is passed through the CNNs and none of them recognizes it as
allowing to its proper class.
To check deeply the behaviour of the framework, another dataset of topoplots
from subjects 9-19 was generated and 1/10 of them (a total of 29500), ran-
domly selected, was submitted to the 5 human experts for visual classifica-
tion and labelling. The consensus contained 22795 UBS, 2190 B_V, 526 H_E
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Figure 7: First feature extraction step of the three CNNs (columns) when receiving
in input the topoplot of each of the three considered classes of artifacts
or are UBS (rows). The features extracted in the following steps are not
shown.
and 3871 E_I, respectively. A set of 117 topoplots was discarded because
of equity (see above). Then, automatic recognition was performed by using
the proposed framework: the resulting errors, with respect to manual con-
sensus, and the performance obtained by the three CNNs are reported in
Table 3. Performance values demonstrate that our framework shows very
good accuracy, sensitivity and specificity (>98%). Moreover, we verified
that different humans experts disagreed on most of the topoplots wrongly
classified by the framework, thus confirming that most of them showed am-
biguous (mixed) pattern. Examples of ambiguous topoplots are reported in
Fig 9.
Finally, we made an indirect comparison between out framework and that
proposed by Pion-Tonachini et al [33] by asking to our 5 human experts to
instruct themselves, by using the on-line tools of the web-site (INSERIRE
SITO), on how to use, besides topoplots, PSD and autocorrelation to classify
ICs. Then, 1000 topoplot images of artifacts (both at 32x32 and at 134x136
pixels) were generated, including PSD and autocorrelation and to the ex-
perts was asked to classify them both with the classic visual inspection of
just the high resolution topoplots and with the method learned on the web-
site, that uses both the 32x32 topoplots and the other information. Double
consensus were generated: they agreed at 95.4%, though the time spent for
classic classification was about 1/5 of that necessary for using additional
information. The strong agreement with the consensus demonstrates that
the introduction of further information could contribute just for a few per-
centage to the classification improvement (in line with the disagreement
between experts, that remained almost the same also by using additional
information), but it produces a strong increment of the time necessary for
manual classification. Moreover, though the proposed framework could be
less precise of the strategy in [33] (a complete comparison of both auto-
matic strategies should be carried on), its usage on fast-response EEG is
completely justified because the inspection of just high resolution topoplots,
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Figure 8: Grad-Cams of the three CNNs (columns) when receiving in input the
topoplot of each of the three considered classes of artifacts or are
UBS(rows). The last two columns on the right show the Output and the
Classification results, respectively.
CLASSIFICATION ERRORS (number) PERFORMANCE (%)
UBS B_V H_E E_I TOTAL ACC. SENS. SPEC.
Framework
B_V 346 20 (FN) 17 235 618 98.7 99.0 98.7
H_E 114 16 9 (FN) 22 161 99.5 98.2 99.6
E_I 162 134 138 73 (FN) 507 99.1 98.1 99.2
Table 3: Number of recognition errors for each CNN when acting on a labeled
dataset of topoplots generated by subjects 9-19. The column "TOTAL" con-
tains the sum of the values to its left. The number of false negatives (in-
dicated with FN close to the number) are into cells where the same name
occurs on crossing row and column. The others are false positive. Last
three columns report the performance (accuracy, sensitivity and specificity)
in percentage.
is effective in defining the nature of the ICs, as usually done by human
experts.
In terms of computational performance, the proposed automatic frame-
work required 1.4 sec to classify 32 topoplots, including: time required for
ICA (0.3 sec by using the fast-ICA method proposed in [48]); time necessary
to generate the topoplots (0.9 sec); time required for classification (0.21 sec).
As can be seen, the bottleneck is represented by topoplots generation (this
time was also necessary both for manual inspection and for other automatic
strategies): fortunately, this time does not increase linearly with the number
of images because some of the calculations, such as those required for chan-
nels positioning on the scalp, are executed just once. Despite all, our frame-
work performed sufficiently fast to be compatible with fast-response EEG.
In fact, the proposed method is simpler and, probably, more efficient than
the strategy in [33] due to the fact that this last method, besides topoplots,
has to analyse also other information. This is particularly important because
it demonstrates that pre-processing can be carried on with the granularity
of a sub-trial, thus making artifacts recognition effective and timely. This
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Figure 9: Examples of ambiguous topoplots. The figure has the same meaning of
Table 3 (excluding "performance") with topoplots instead of numbers.
makes automatic IC topoplot processing available also for fast BCI applica-
tions [49, 50, 51].
5 conclusion
The use of an automatic AI strategy for artifacts recognition from IC topoplots
is fundamental, since it is considered the gold standard for this purpose. We
have demonstrated that: its feasibility with a CNN-based framework is pos-
sible just operating on IC topoplots, without the need of using additional
information; it can be completely automatic; it can be performed with high
accuracy (∼99%), specificity (∼98%) and sensitivity (∼99%), with about no
differences with human experts; its results are in line with those of other,
more complex methods [33]; it can be applicable in BCIs based on EEG.
Our framework, thanks to its scalable structure, greatly fits present and fu-
ture requirements of artifacts recognition because it can be easily adapted
and trained to deal with newly discovered future artifact patterns without
re-train the existing architecture (specific CNNs have to be added to the
framework and trained separately).
The proposed framework was capable to operate in 1.4 sec for 32 compo-
nents topoplots (including time necessary to generate topoplots), fast with
respect to the time necessary to collect EEG signals for an EEG-based BCI
(comprised between 2.5-5 sec). Moreover time can be reduced if a lower
number of sensors is used (as usual in BCI) without any framework’s mod-
ification. Though the time spent for classification is low (0.2 sec), two
considerations are important: 1) some of the operations necessary in the
pre-processing stage (such as ICA) are also necessary in the following pro-
cessing stage; 2) the pre-processing computation time was obtained with
scripts written in Matlab, without CPU multithreading or GPU acceleration.
By speeding up the topoplot generation and by rewriting the software in
a compiled language (such as C/C++), we could considerably improve its
efficiency. However, to further improve the system efficiency, work is in
progress along three directions: 1) to demonstrate the equivalence between
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gray-scale totoplots and RGB topoplots (for a human RGB is necessary) in
order to reduce by 3 the number of analyzed images; 2) to optimize the net-
works architecture through automatic strategies [52]; 3) to directly compare
the proposed framework with the method in [33] in terms of performance,
simplicity and generalizability. Work is also in progress to test the frame-
work into an emotion-based BCI used for minimally conscious people [53]
whose UBS are weak (brain signals generated in deep, primordial, regions of
the brain) and artifacts frequently occurs (muscular spasms or uncontrolled
ocular movements are frequent).
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